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Calendar changes
would be
d ifficu It to effect
By PAUL RANIERI
Auocllle Editor

During your Christmas vacation,
remember that you're not alone if
you wonder why your tests and
assignment due dates are still to
come while a majority of your
friends are enjoying a worry-free,
month-long Christmas vacation.
When you go home for semester
break, you're not the only one who
will be unable to enjoy the company
of your friends because they have
gone back to school.
Dr. Milton Partridge, Chairman
of the Calendar Committee, explained in an interview with The News why
Xavier is so tightly bound to its
semester system. He stresSed that no

one denies the desirability of ending
the first semester before Christmas,
but that it is just not feasible. Every
year the question is reconsidered,
but a viable alternative has never
been developed.
The major factor preserving the
present system is · the nature of
Xavier's graduate school. Because
the graduate school must remain on
the present system, and because

analysis
students m both the undergraduate
and graduate schools cross-register
for many courses, especially night
courses, the undergraduate division
must follow the graduate school's
schedule.

The heart of the matter, then, is
the question: why must the graduate
school preserve its schedule? Dr.
Partridge points out that the
graduate school enrollment is largely
made up of school administrators, or
teachers who are training to become
administrators, couselors, or
reading specialists. Since most of the
elementary and secondary schools
begin in late August or early
September and because those attending graduate school need to become
set in their classes or schools before
they themselves go back to school,
Xavier must start later in September.·
One local high school educator told
The News that Xavier's system is
Calendar to page 8
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By SHANNON FLYNN
X1111ler NIWI S18H Writer
1

Mr. Bill Daly, one of Kuhlman Hall's two faculty fellows, is
- shown above at a meeting earlier this fall with the Kuhlman officers and staff.
:

Xavier's Faculty Fellows
program, essentially a good idea,
seems paralyzed by confusion. The
Faculty Fellows are unsure abou~
their roles, Hall Directors are confused, and Xavier students in general
are not aware the program even exists.
Faculty Fellows is a project set up
last fall at the suggestion of Father
Robert Mulligan, President, to es.tablish closer contact among Xavier
faculty and students outside of the
classroom. Mr. Rod Shearer, Vice
President for Student. Development,
explains that the initial idea came
from Fr. Mulligan's experiences at
other universities. Many universities
have faculty members directly
associated with individual dorms.

By LARRY SHEEHE
X•Vt• NIWe SteH Writer
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table, and according to their own
ability for time commitment." Yet,
this open-endedness has tended to
confuse Hall Directors and Faculty
Fellows. Who is responsible for initiating contact? What kinds of things
should the Fellows be invited to? If
the Faculty Fellows are not to be
merely academic counselors to their
Hall's residents, then what, and
how? Is it really possible to create an
honest "rapport" between students
and instructiors, a totally unartificial
one? The question is expressed
repeatedly: "Is there really a need for
Faculty Fellows at Xavier?" ·
Rod Shearer and Marilyn Mittermaier both stated that initiating contact with Hall Fellows is the responsibility of Hall Directors. "It is now·
Confusion to page 8

Brockman secession
is voted down by Senate

.,.··

Above ·is the architect's drawing.
..Building. See page 7 for details.. ..

Ideally, this situation opens up a
channel for communication from
students to administration. Aside
from the practical aspects of a
student-administration link, the
Faculty Fellows program was initiated with the intention of developing deeper faculty-student rapport
on a personal level.
Each administrator, Faculty
Fellow and Hall Director questioned
agreed that the idea is good and ultimately worthwhile. The program's
lack of definiton appears to be its
greatest problem. No roles have been
designed; no specific goals have been
defined. The program was left openended for good reasons, Rod
Shearer says: "Father Mulligan left
the Faculty Fellows' role open from
specifics. It was left up to them to
structure it in a way they feel comfor-

A proposal for secession marked
this week's meeting of Senate as a
revolutionary one. The proposal, on
behalf of Brockman Hall, would
have severed connections between
the Brockman Hall Student Government (BHSG) and the Senate and
made BHSG answerable to the
Housing Office alone.
John Waymel, President of
BHSG, submitted a Constitution
that read strikingly similar in format
tO the Declaration of Independence.
This, according to Waymel, was nQ
accident.
About a month ago, during the inter visitation crackdown, Senate
suspended the Constitutions of all
dormitories and thus rendered the
individual. , H~l~ . ~u~icia~ • ~o~rds
:'I

powerless. In the time since, the individual .dorm govrnments were to
have been reviewing and rewriting
their Constitutions and then subriut
them for Senate approval. Waymel
decided to go a step farther: he submitted a Constitution and then ask~
ed for permission for BHSG to
secede from Student Senate jurisdiction.
According to Waymel, dorm
governments derive their power
from the Housing Office, not the
Senate. As such, Waymel felt that
there was no need for BHSG to be
answerable to the Senate.·
The Senate felt otherwise. Acting
in what they considered to be the
best interests of the Brockman
residents, they rejected the bid for
secession. While they were in agreement that Senate does slow down the

workings, they could not justify the
transferring of authority to· the
Housing Department.

•••
All undergraduates are urged to
vote in the Student Senate elections
which are being held today and
tomorrow.
Students may vote either across
from the grill or in the front lobby of
the University Center Building.
At ·stake are eight of the nineteen
Senatorial pos'itions. At the deadline
for submission of petitions on Monday, th~ following students had filed
for candidacy: Tony Maffia, 'Beth
Younger, Marty Dybicz, Jack
Biggio, Michael Condon, Tom
Madigan, Pam Rolandelli, Frank
Schmitt, Denise Glenn, and Tom
Walt~rs.
..

Recruitment Office seeks student help

this week
in the news
Xavier offers an education for social iustlce
Xavier will offer a new academic experience in the spring of 1975
aimed at education for socialjustice. The experimental program, an interdisciplinary value-centered course, will enter into the Appalachian
experience-both urban and mountain-as the focal point for this
particular study of social justice. Xavier's program is an attempt to
perceive and to understand the Church's social teachings in a concrete
situation and to integrate this experience into the conscience and life of
the student.
The program fits conveniently into the student's curricular requirements. It is anine hour package with three hours credit being
assigned in each of the departments of theology, philosophy, and
sociology. These credits may be applied against core requirements or
utilized as free electives. All students may participate in the course.
This course will also involve the use of different educational techniques: The use of field trips or lab experiences, an actual "live in
seminar" stay in the mountains for four or five days during the Easter
break (mandatory). the use of the Urban Appalachian Center and its
library in downtown Cincinnati, encouraged volunteerism on Satur"
days, traditional classroom time dropped to account for field trips, the
extensive use of outside, experienced. expert resource people, and
sponsored cultural events (concert, folk music festival).
For further information see Mr. Pete Corrigan, Campus Ministry,
Hinkle 212F, 745-3194.

By GORDON BARTELL
Xlvler N-a St1H Writer

It should come as no surprise to
most Xavier students that the university is experiencing a drop in
enrollment. Freshmen admissions
have slid from last year's 454 to this
year's 389. The decline was expected,
but it's a cause of concern for the Admissions Office.
Manv factors contributed to the
drop. Private schools are the first to
be hit by decreasing enrollment
because of the higher cost involved.
State and community colleges draw
many people from private schools.
Xavier is also not as visible an option
as are larger schools.
The Admissions Office, headed by
Fr. Peter Buschmann, is actively
seeking an increase in enrollment
and wants student help. Although
Xavier is operating in the hlack. it is

Xavier postmaster Tom Clinton to retire_

Alliance Francaise de Cincinnati

By FAT LYNCH
Xavier News Stall Writer

Dr. Frank McVay, Assistant Professor of History, reports that
history graduate Joseph Kramer '7 I is now a Foreign Service Officer
preparing to depart for Bonn, Germany after completion of a training
course at Georgetown University. Kramer suggests that the Foreign
Service be promoted at Xavier as a job resource. The Foreign Service
exam is tough, but the chances of being hired after qualifying are good.
In fact, opportunities in the Foreign Service· are increasing because a
large number of post World War II officers are now retiring.

Xavier scene now a bookplate subject
The Xavier University Bookstore has established one of Xavier's
lesser known stone sculptures as the subject of a new bookplate. Inspired by Dr. Richard Garascia, along with the help of Xavier's print
shop, and John Wintz of the Bookstore, this familiar scene, although
remaining permanently on the roof of Alumi Hall, is now on sale at the
Bookstore. The cost is 2¢ each, or 75¢ for a package of 50. If this plate
catches on, an increased series of Xavier scenes will be depicted on
future plates.

Exodus
By MARY C. HENKEL
M1n1g1ng Editor

Among the many woes of this
year's Student Senate _have been persistent Senate seat vacancies. There
were two seats to be filled at the commencement of the school year,
necessitating a Search Committee to
recommend new appointees. Since
September, five members of the
usually nineteen-member organization have resigned their seats, including one recent appointee. They
all count dissatisfaction or frustration with the present Senate and its
operation as at least one reason for
their leaving it.
Asked about his motives for stepping down, former (elected) senator
Dave Varda told the News that it was
"basically for personal reasons, and
because I was kind of fed up. I didn't
see any use in it. I thought it was all
futile." Varda cited "a lot of personal
reasons" including "Senate coming
in between me and a lot of people
who meant a lot to me" as primary
factors in his decision, also noting,
however, that "people in there

The Xlvllf N-• Is the oHiclal atudenf
n-1p1per of X1vler University. The articles, pictures, 1nd format are the responsibility of the

Out-of-town students might be interested in giving the Admissions Office (Boylan Hall) the names of
qualified students from their home
town. A list will be available at the
Office on Tuesday the 17th. The
possibility of forming a recruitment
club tQ_aid the Admissions Offict: is
being discussed.
Often, a strange set of reasons lead
a person to choose a certain school.
Emphasize the advantages of coming to Xavier- the close proximity
to cultural attractions, studentteacher ratio, and so on. Cost doesn't
have to·be prohibitive either. Recent
changes in the grant programs have
made money more available.
As Mr. Michael McKiven, Assistant Director of Admissions put it,
"We're optimistic that things will
pick up in the future- if we can get
students actively interested in
recruiting."

After five vears

The AJ!iance Francaise de Cincinnati is offering a holiday treat to its
members and friends at its next meeting, today, Thursday, December
12. Patrick Verhoeven, official h!cturer of the Louvre Museum in
Paris, will present a lecture in French on Marc Chagall, illustrated with
colored slides of the work of this famed contemporary French artist.
Mr. Verhoeven's first visit here last year for an illustrated lecture on
Picasso was such a success that he is being brought back from Paris
again. He is also the official lecturer for the French National
Museums, and at the Palace of Versailles.
The meeting will be held at 8:00P.M. in the Terrace Room with wine
and the opportunity for French conversation after the lecture also being offered. The January meeting will celebrate the Feast of the Three
Kings, on the eve ofSunday,January 5, with a Twelfth-Night buffet fit
for a king!

Foreign service offers job openings

not functioning at full capacity.
Empty classrooms are common and
an empty room can be found ~n
nearly every dorm floor. In platn
economics, a larger student hody
would be cheaper on everyone.
Recruitment is a community effort and the students are an integral
part' of the Xavier community. It is
vital that students become interested
in recruitment efforts and participate. The Admissions Office
sponsors "college nights" recruite~s
around to high schools, but the matn
thrust hastocomefrom the students.
You can help by visiting your old
high school and talking· to your
friends. Encourage them to visit the
campus and to apply. Be willing to
meet people and show them around
when they come. Talk to the high
school counselor about Xavier.
Stress the good points about the
sch~ol.- Be positive in your approach.

December 31st will be Mr. Tom
Clinton's last day as Post Office
Manager here at Xavier. He cume
here five years ago, leaving the Cincinnati Post Office where he worked
for 36 years.
Mr. Clinton is in charge of all incoming and outgoing mail for all offices. faculty, and students on· campus.
"The Xavier Post Office has the
same counter service as the post office downtown except we don't handle foreign merchandise," explained
Mr. Clinton. "We employ all student
help, except for one full part-time
man who works the early morning
hours." It appears that women's lib
hasn't hit the post office yet-all the
student help is male.
When asked what his plans were
after· leaving, Mr. Clinton mentioned travel and community involvement. "I like to travel, so I'll be
doing some of that. I'm also serving
my fourth term on the Silverton City
Council."
Mr. Clinton looks forward to his
plans, but he will also miss Xavier.
"It's been a very rewarding and
pleasant experience. I've had contact
with many people - to say I'll miss
the fellowship would be a gross
understatement."

Stall Photo by PAT SAYRES

Mr. Clinton is leaving mainly for
health reasons. "The decision to
leave was not an easy one to make. I
certainly would not want to leave
without expressing my sincere

gratitude to the students and a.ll the
others who worked with me and for
me to get the job completed. I've had
pleasant surroundings and good
contacts. I'll miss them."

Five student senators who have quit the Senate this fall tell why
[Senate] are .using it for their own
personal egocs and I don't like it."
Another Senator by popular election, Mike Quinn, more strongly
stated his complaints against the
Senate and the student body in
general. "The reason I quit is that it
got to the point where I didn't feel
anything was being done. It was just
a power struggle between Mike McCaffrey [Student Rody President]
and some oft he Senators-not to get
anything done for the benefit of the
students."
"Basically, I was disillusioned
with it," Quinn said. "There were
more petty things than things they
should have been channeling their
interests into."
Quinn also places blame on the
student body for his disillusionment,
though. "The students don't have
any real interest in the Senate. Just
go to a meeting and see how many
are there! If they don't like
something, they'll bitch, but you
don't see them there to complain
before it's voted on.
Under a constitutional rule, up to
three black candidates must be apeditors and do not represent the views of the ad·
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated.
The N-• Is published weekly during the school
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscripllonsare$5.00peryear. TheNIWa
was enterea as second class matter October 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
Liller& submitted to the Hwwl for publiclllon

pointed to Senate if none are
successful at the polls. Appointees
Brenda Knight and Janet Pryor,
have resigned their seats.
Knight told the News that she left
Senate because "I think they're no(
taking care of things on campus that
arc really of importance to
students." She gave as an example
"the cafeteria and issues like that,
things about which the whole student body wants something done."
"I feel I can usc my time betterbe more effective-outside Senate,"
former Senator Knight concluded.
Janet Pryor "felt that my whole
place on Senate was ineffectual."
She told the News "The whole point
of my running was to safeguard the
three black senate scats" because the
constitutional article establishing
them was coming up for a re-vote.
Pryor entered the Senate race, a
prereq~isite for later appointment to
a scat if three blacks are not elected
"just to keep that seat filled in case
anything pertinent did come up that
needed a black point of view.
Another reason was to prove that
blacks really can't win even iftheydo
run." However, Pryor left the Senate
must carry signature and address ot writer.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and limit frequent writers.
Main offices, first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745·
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745·3431.
Editor . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . John Lechleiter
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . • • . . Mary C. Henkel
Advisor . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Jamea Cahill
Buslnesa Manager ......••...••.... Jack Jellre

because there was "nothing pertinent
to me" and because "we weren't doing anything."
Perhaps the most unusual resignation was that of senior Tom Schwing, who resigned just one week after
his appointment to fill a seat left vac:ant earlier in the year. Schwing,
who transferred to Xavier last spring
from Charles County Community
College, Maryland (where he held
several offices) last attended Xavier
as a freshman. He was picked out by
the Senate's Search Committee to fill
the vacancy. Schwing had many
criticisms of the Senate alter hts very
brief term in office. but he placed
most stress on the extreme inefficiency of Senate procedures, which he
dubbed mere "spinning the wheels."
The "persom\1 attitudes" and "per~
sonal feelings" of Senators are the
stumbling blocks to Senate effectiveness, according to Schwing. His
recommendation is that "Senate
meetings should be controlled more,
in the sense of having set rules of
procedure, <tnd they should be
followed." At present, Senate's "approach is wasting time," Schwing
Associate Editor ................. Paul Ranieri
Arts Editor ........................ Anita Buck
Sports Editor ..................... Tom Usher
Photo Editor ....................... Pat Sayres
Production Manager .............. Don Barker
Circulation Manager .............. Mimi Henz
Art Director ................. : . . Carol Jacober
Copy Editor ................. Joyce Scl~reiber
Assistant to the Editor .......... Bob Feldhaus
Staff .......................... Larry Sheehe,
Diane Sentner, Bob Stegmoyer, Dan Schick, John

said.
Particular criticisms of the Senate
on Schwing's part included their
"doubling their tracks" in long discussion of committee recommendations, the suspension of social activities and the lack of attention to
academics. He thinks the present
constitution obsolete and in need of
revision, "but still workable." As an
example of constitutional problems,
Schwing mentioned the black
students' seats, which he believed to
be "put in with good intention, but
there are better ways of handling it."
"Until personal. feelings of
Senators are controlled by the
Senators, so they don't affect their
reactions to people and ideas, l don't
think Student Senate will get
anything done,'~ Schwing stated.
"It's said that it's the way it is."
Last week the Student Senate's
secretary also resigned. According to
Student Body President Mike McCaffrey, Jane Dorner switched to a
post as his Executive, Secretary
rather than secretary to the Senate
bccaU§e she could not put up with
the Senate any longer.
Stevie, Tom Petre, John Schuler, John Wettstein,
Tom Flynn, Boone Kirkman, Tim Ranaghan. Bill
Hall, Steve Moser. Marcia Plescia, Bob Hinkley,
Barbara Anne Breckel, Steve Cummings, Melanie
Fine, Mary Beth Buller, Georglann Stoehr. Regina
Morgan. Gayle Stayton, Ron Cserbak, Greg Pike.
Kevin McGraw, Pat Lynch, Frank Bernardi, Mary
Gladstone, Shannon Flynn, Steve Harvith, Rich
Laginess, Mary Knight, Joe Kotarski, Marty
Dvblcz. Gordon Bartell, Tracey Robson.

House· plants· ·need
a minimum of care
With the proliferation of house
plants on-campus and everywhere,
through Bt:een Lodge plant sales and
general public enlightenment as to
what nice things plants are to have
around, a few very broad rules a bout
the care, feeding and housing of
plants may be in order.
It must be remembered that plants
are living things, and even the hardiest require some effort. Good
·minimal-maintenance plants arc
sansevcria, philodendron,
rhaphidophora, and ivy. Opinion is
divided about whether one's flora
should be spoken to, but if you don't
respect them enough to co,nverse, at
least have the consideration not to
cause undue trauma by scorching
them with candles, irons, or incense,
nor should you stifle their growth by
imprisonment in crowded pots.
Any plant-pot should have a
drainage hole, but if not, put enough
gravel in the bottom to hold excess
water. Or, a plant can be potted
plainly, then slipped into a more
decor~tive planter. Terra-cotta pots
are best for most plants, but for
those that need much moisture,
plastic holds the dampness well.
Philodendron and rhaphidophora
do well in wine bottles or
decanters-that is, they look
healthy, but suffer chronic root rot.
If yoti decide to be pragmatic rather
than ethical, bottled plants require
watering only every month or so.
Moisture requirements vary widely. Generally, a· plant wilts if underwatered, and turns yellow when
on the verge of drowning. These
symptoms should not be permitted to
recur repeatedly; the plant's routine
should be adjusted for an even keel
of good health. It's good to water a
plant until the pot drips; after about
ten minutes, excess water should be
dumped from the saucer. Ferns,
palms and most other thin-leaved
plants require fairly large amounts
of water; succulents-thick-leaved
plants-need comparatively little.
--Most houseplants are of tropical or
semi-tropical origin, and so like a
humid environment. A plant mister
is a good investment; plants just love
to be misted (except cacti), especially
in winter when the air is dry-they
absorb moisture through their
leaves, and are noticeably lusher for
the spraying.
Some plants tolerate a wide range
of light; many don't. No green plant
can survive darkness, and the

amount of light decreases amazingly
only a few yards away from the window. Some plants need direct sun,
some must be sheltered from about
ten in the morning until 4 pm, and
some can take no direct sun at all.
Keep all plants within.a few feet of
the window, and experiment with
different locations if they don't seem
to be doing well. Or look up your
plant in a good book. (Breen Lodge
has a·couple)
It's a good idea every so often to
wipe broad-leaved plants with
milk-it cleans dust out of the pores.·
A plant that seems vaguely sicklynot just going through a rest
period-probably needs repotting,
whether it has merely outgrown its
Photo courtny
·PLAYERS
pot or is suffering from harmful salts Cynthia Savage, left, and Diane Sentner, right, portray Solange and Claire in Genet's
(from tapwater) concentrated in the The Maids, one of three one-act plays presented by the Xavier Players. Performances
soil. If ferns are splotched with are at 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Admission is free to all.
brown when not producing spores,
Marie Dube directed and the casting
they probably are being handled too
Both take turns "playing" madame
much. Ferns are extremely delicate,
(Kathy Nieder) while the other takes couldn't have been better.
I don't think any critic would
the part of the maid. This game takes
and turn brown when touched-by·
people, other plants, even a table or
"Diversified" might be an ade- place while madame is out. During review this play without giving all of
wall. Try to i~olate your fern.
quate description of the three one- t~ game, Genet's existential over- the actors and actresses an
"honorable mention." They were all
act plays presented by the Xavier tones unconceal themselves as both
notable! Let's not forget to give
Players last weekend. They will be maids and audience have difficulty
Moliere the credit for the
presented this Friday, Saturday, and deciding what is real.
This difficulty for the audience is characterization. It was funny in the
Sunday evenings(8:00 P.M.)as well.
seventeenth century and it's funny
Jean Genet's The Maids, directed flattering to the actresses. For the
today. Ken Renner's performance as
by Alan Tabe, is a very difficult most part the acting is satisfactory.
the "scholar" is not to be missed.
play-if not to understand, at least However, there were a few instances
He's nothing less than perfect for the
to act. The drama is relatively when it seemed forced and insincere.
part.
lengthy and the story and plot lines If you appreciate the plot, you'll
There were a few revisions to the
crawl. Maids requires yo"u un- value the difficulty of the acting replay which you should catch while
divided attention. If you catch the quirements and the intense work inimmediate character assimilation in volved. Just don't expect the first watching the performance. They will
the
opening scene (there are a few play to be "light" or relaxing. Do strike you as a bit too contemporary
All plants need to rest, generally
clues) the play will have a clearer remember the concentration re- for Moliere. However, I'm sure he
during winter. Some need a longer
would have approved of the slight
direction and increased intelligibili- quired on the audience's part.
period than others; some shut down
The Jealous Husband is an ex- changes and additions for the sake of
ty. Perhaps the author's intent will
growth almost entirely, some just a
bettering wit and humor.
tremely funny comedy. Moliere's
become apparent, all too manifest.
little. During these dormant periods
The play is brief and never Jags. At
Solange (Cynthia Savage) and work about a jealous husband,
plants. need less water, a cooler locaClaire (Diane Sentner) are maids to naturally, will prove to be the most the close ofthe comedy the audience
tion, and should not be fertilized.
is left saying, "Not long enough!"
a .nistress they wish to kill. The play popular of all three of the one-acts.
When the plant begins to grow is set in the mistress' bedroom where This is due to its much broader
quickly again, resume its normal Solange and Claire play the "game." appeal, namely humor. Donna
ThrH to p~~ge 5
schedule.
Plants don't, die without any
reason at all. If a healthy plllnt keels
over, it's because you haven't taken
proper care of it. Owning plants isn't
that difficult, and after success with
the nigh-indestructible aforementioned four one may find oneself
buying books and pots and different
The Maids, The Jealous Husband, Faculty Wives' and Children's
For THURSDAY, DEC. 12
soil mixes. It takes just a little
Stranger's Day in Idle Hours. 8:00 Christmas Party. In the Cash Room
thoughtfulness of a plant's needs to French Club Meeting.ln the Terrace
from 12:00-4:00 p.m.
p.m. in the Theater.
be rewarded by cascades of treebine Rm. from 8:00 to 10:00.
·
Dad's Club Christmas Party. 8:00 in
and groves of asparagus fern-or
For SUNDAY, DEC. 15
the Cash Room.
pits of Venus Flytrapfor the unwary. Student Government Elections.
Accounting Soc:iety Meeting. From Clef Club Concert. In the Theater
-Anita Buck
8:00 to I :00 in the Hearth Room.
from 3:30-4:30 p.m.
For FRIDAY, Dec. 13
Student Government Elections.
X.ll. Players. Three One-Act Plays
Kid-Day.
in the Theater at 8:00 p.m.
Kid-Day Appreciation Dance. In the For SATURDAY, DEC. 14
Armory, free refreshments, free to
For MONDAY, DEC. 16
BasketbaU. Thomas More at X.U.
all X.U. students with ID. Music by
X .l'. Players. Three One-Act Plays t•re-l.aw Soc:iety Meeting. In the
Shadow fax, 9:00 to I :00.
in the Theater at 8:00.
Terrace Room from I :30-2:30.
X.ll, Players. Three One-Act Plays,
Breen l.odge Film. Taking Our
Bodies Back, I :30 in the Theater.

Three
oneacts
are
staged

a review

For TUESDAY, DEC. 17
Debate Team Meeting. In the Regis
Room 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Sailing Club Meeting. In the
Fordham Room from 7:00-9:00
p.m.
Senate Meeting. In the Terrace
Roatn from 4:00-7:00 p.m.
For WEDNESDAY, DEC. 18

WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S
NO GREATER GIFT THAN A DIAMOND.

DELORES TAYLOR and TOM LAUGHLIN

IPGI ~~~~~·I

Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,
flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving?

KowSbowllll!
SKYWALK Cinema I HOLLYWOOD
BEACON HILL J PRINCETON ICOVEDALE
GOLD CIRCLE Cinema I I MT. LOOKOUT

SPECIAL; Yz carat cluster of Diamonds only Sl99

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
.(A VIER
STUDENTS

605 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

tel: 621·0704

' 'yit~raday, Decemblf 12, 11174
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Western Hills Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio

tel: 661-69U
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Basketball. Morehead St. at X.U.
(;erman Club Meeting. In the Regis
Room, 2:00-4:00 p.m.
Psychology Club Meeting. In the
OKI Room, 3:00-5:00 p.m._

wvxu
(91. 7)
presents

"Retrospect 74"
with
Donna Dube
and
Jack Solpa
Tuesday, December 17
6:30.10:00
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TOM USHER, SPORTS EDITOR

Dayton flies pa$t
cold-shooting Xavier
to gain 75-66 victory

Kunda Pins,
Stretch Marks,
Dana Dan
IM winners

Sports Editor

JM Corr..pondent

The Stretch Marks, Green Mountain Boys and the Kunda Pins captured the I.M. flag football championships last Thursday night.
In the first game of the Dec. 5th
tripleheader, Anne Finefrock led the
Stretch Marks to a 20-6 victory over
Ryan's Raiders.
The Raiders had jumped out to a
6-0 lead as Vicki Hamm ran in for
the first score of the game early in the
first half. But, on the Raiders next
possession, Ms. Finefrock intercepted a Mary Rosselot pass and
took it in for a score. The extra
point, stopped by Maureen Dopf,
was no good and the score was tied at
half time 6-6.
The second half belonged almost
entirely to Ms. · Finefrock. The
Stretch Marks quarterbackdefensive back ran for the teams' second touchdown, then stole her second pass and ran it in for the final
tally. The final score was, Stretch
Marks 20, Ryan's Rai_ders 6.
Dana Dan and the Busters (alias
Green Mountain Boys) finished their
season undefeated as they beat the
Hustlers in the second game.
The running of half back Kevin
O'Hea sealed the Hustlers doom as
the junior · for Warren, Ohio
scampered for touchdowns on runs
of I 5 and 80 yards.
The defensive line of the Green
Mountain Boys kept pressure on
Hustler quarterback Greg Smith all

Moulton in foul trouble, as it did the
same for X's Sunderman.
"Super Rook" Joe Sunderman
With five minuies remaining
Saturday night at the UD arena, paced the way for the M uskies with
Dayton coach Don "Mickey" 14 points and 7 rebounds. SunderDonoher called off the dogs. This act man was perfect in IOattempts from
of kindness gave the Flyers from . the charity stripe. Ron Laker and
Dayton a 75-66 victory over the Jim Rippe added a late spark to the
M usketecrs before 12,237 fans. The attack, as they added 13 and 8 points
respectfully.
game was never that close.
With one minute remaining the
The Muskies were collared early
by the rugged Flyer man-to-man Big X cut the lead from 25 to eight,
defense, as UD got out to an early 70-62, and Dono her immediately in10-4 lead. Dayton held Xavier to serted his starting five. As soon as
only one shot per trip up the UD's starters re-entered the game
. hardwood by their aggressive play the Muskie rally was thwarted .
on the defensive boards. Joe Fisher, Xavier, now 2-1 on the year, ended
the Flyer Center, boxed out well and up shooting 34%, while Dayton
finished with eleven rebounds. On dropped them throughata54%clip.
The Muskie JV's were stopped
the other end of the floor, Dayton's
quick guards, 6-2 Johnny Davis and also by Dayton in the preliminary
6-4 Leighton Moulton, continually contest, 68-62. The JV's, now 2-1,
ripped the ropes from way . out. also, were paced by 6-6 215 pound
When their shots went astray, Allan freshman Tom Dee, from SchneeElijah and Jim Testerman were there . tady New ·York, who netted 13
for the tip in. Thus at the end ofthe points, and Ken Clark, from Newfirst half, Xavier had shot 30% from port, who added 14. Sophomores
tlte field, while Dayton's FG percen- Mike McCall and Mark Brinkman
have looked· impressive in all three
tage stood at 63%.
Flyer guard Johnny Davis, who JV contests thus far.
This Saturday afternoon at
once scored · 51 points in a high
school outing in Detroit, has come Schmidt Memorial is Xavier's ftrst
into his ow nasa Sophomore. "John- "must" game of the season against
ny D." hit 9 or I 5 shots and finished Thomas More. Since the game is on
WLW-TV, the game will getunder
with 23 points.
UD led at halftime 43-30, and it way at 4:30 that day. Last year the
didn't get any better until Donoher M uskies just did nip the Rebels from
pulled his. regulars at the end. The Thoinas More 56-54, and the year .
game .was ~avily foul prone af! the. before . that. Xavier . lost . 65-64 ..
· Flyers were charged with 31 per- Thomas More is led by former Newsonals to Xavier's 22. This put port Catholic standout Rick Batsche
Dayton's Testerman, Elijah, and and Tony Arnzen.
By TOM USHER

By TIM RANAGHAN

Still photo br PAT SAYRES

Mike Plunkett scores In iast Wednesday's 88-43 rout of Indiana-Purdue University.

night. Dana Dan posted their 5th play from Greg Carr to John Chiodi
shutout of the season as they · and the second on Murphy's I 5 yard
dumped the Hust_lers 14.{).
run.
The Donovan's, annoyed by the
The. Kunda Pins· won the AA
championship over the Donovans, defensive efforts ·of Dave Pas18.{). Quarterback Tim Murphy qualorte, failed to mount an offenthrew for one touchdown and ran for sive drive.
another. His 40 yard bomb to AI
I. M. ,basketball games got under
Ricks was aU the Kunda Pins needed, as they completed undefeated way Monday December 2. The stan-.
season. The Kunda. Pins did add two dings will be published in the next
other scores, one on a flea-flicker issue of the News.

ari

USH ON SPORTS
The UD Arena is a nice resort to
visit, but I wouldn't want to watch a
collegiate basketball game there.
Granted, it has 13,458 individual
chair-back seats. Granted, it cost
$4.5 million to build. And, granted,
it has an upper dining facility which
can accommodate 450 Flyer fans.
But the fact is, watching college
basketball there is like watching a
Bengal game from the Goodyear
blimp.
For the visiting team's fans an
abundance of $3 seats are available,
which are comfortably located about
a day's drive from the floor. Pro
basketball fans should accept these
accommodations with a simple nod
of the head, but not college B-ball.
Cheering at UD is wasted into the
rafters, as only one cheer out of 500
ever bounces down to the hardwood.
Getting something to eat or drink
is fine if one owns a carrier pigeoil.ln
that case, as well-trained bird can be
a lifesaver. If no bird is available, it's
better to remain seated, rather than
parachute out of the stands.
All the hominess of watching and
cheering for one's team is lost in the
magical world of the UD Arena.
Two Fairplay Scorebords ar the only
proofto the late-coming fans that an
actual game is taking place. The best
way to attack UD and make it seem
more like the homey "Schmidt
Memorial," is to carry a pair. of
binoculars and a bullhorn.

• • • •

•

Speaking of arenas, with the
Riverfront Coliseum going up, what
will the city do with the "beautiful"
Cincinnati Gardens? I propose a
contest be held, where in everyone
submits an idea of what should
happen to the building, with the
winner getting his or her wish. The
average person would probably like
to see the place kept intact for ice
'"11111•4

skating and big-time wrestling. Then
there is a small number of people
who'd like to see it renovated, which
would be like painting the buildings
in London after the bombing. Finally there would be the group of people
who would favor a destruction
proposal. This final proposal would
be supported by the anti-Bob Cousy
fans, anti-Jerry Lucas fans, anti-Joe
Axelson fans, and by the wrecking
companies. These old Royal haters
won't be happy until the Gardens has
been demolished, and a Gold Star
Chili Parlor stands in its place.

XU bowlers
win in 5 of 6
The Xavier Bowling Team won 5
out of 6 games Saturday at the University of Cincinnati Bowling
Lanes.
In the first match the bowlers took
two games from Central State University, but lost the last game by
only 70 pins.
When bowling commenced in the
afternoon, Xavier found themselves
pitted against winless Capital University and, as is the trend this year,
took three games from the Caps.
Andy Nutini, who has been hot all
year, had high totals for both games,
with 202-225-201 for a 628 total in
the first match, and a 613 total in the
second. Other scores for the days'
matches were: Allen Bizub, 574 and
566; Rick Brungs, 567 and 583; Jim
Perkinson, 528 and 510; while .Bob
Schliebaum racked up a total 499
against Central State and Marc
Oilier gained 526 in the match with
Capital.
These wins put the Xavier Bowlers
at 9-3 for the season as of December
7.
Xavier Newa

Campus Ministry is shared by diverse team
By MARY C. HENKEL

Bellarm,ine is not only a campus
chapel, but a parish," Klein notes. In
the last five years, registrations from
Prior to the 1970 appointment of
all over the city have tripled.
Fr. Leo Klein, S.J., as Director of
Campus Ministry and Pastor of
Fr. Ben Urmston, ·s.J., associate
Bellarmine Chapel, the post then
pastor of Bellarmine, is involved extensively with Bellarmine as a parish.
known as "university chaplain" was
"basically a one-man job" The inThough technically not a "campus
terim has seen an expansion in conminister" by the budget categories,
cept:and staff to the present Xavier
U~mston necessari!y works closely
Campus Ministry team. "Ministry is
wtth the team ministers.
service to people's faith," Fr. Klein
·The functions of Campus
explains. "We're growing away from
Ministry, which are directed toward
the idea that only priests can do
Xavier as a whole institution and all
. ministry. Priests are very important;
the people in it, are modeled on the
roles of Jesus as s.hepherd, priest,
but it is unrealistic to have only
priests ... Our experience has taught
prophet and king.
us that many people have gifts of
The shepherdly, or "pastoral"
ministry, and they don't always fall
duties of the campus ministry inin the traditional pattern of priests
volve counseling and helping people
and nuns." The influence of male
prepare for the sacraments (especially marriages, which average about 80
and female, lay and clerical, younger
and older persons' points of view are
per year). The priestly function of
seen as advantages of the "shared
the ministry at Xavier is primarily
ministry".
fulfilled in liturgy. All four dotKlein perceives team ministry as
mitories have 10 p.m. masses Monthe trend of the future in the Church.
day through Thursday. Four of the
As chairman of the subcommittee on
five masses on Sunday are integrated
team minstry of the diocesan campus
and coordinated in weekly meetings
ministers, Klein is curre.ntiy com.that last one or two hours. Compiling a report from various cammunal penance services are planned
puses on the experience in shared
during Advent, while Marilyn
ministry. "None of the advantages or
M ittcrmaier oft he Campus Ministry
challenges of shared ministry are in
staff is working with students from
any way limited to campus
the New Jerusalem prayer group on
ministry," he says in that report.
an "Advent morning-song" program.
A major challenge in the formaThe "kingly," or administrative
tion of a team minstry is the "workand the prophetic functions of the
ing through to real communication
Campus Ministry overlap to some
within the group," according to his
extent as both are reflected in the
report. "Even with great people . programming that Campus Ministry
. here," he told the News, "to undersorganizes. The specifically prophetic
role involves "the responsibility to
tand, form plans, and work together
is tough. It takes several years to
reflect on the quality of things that
achieve a shared vision." He went on
are going on, and to speakout,"says
to stress that "Any group of people · Fr. Klein. Recognizing that many at
who do minsitry simply must have a
Xavier are as a matter of course consense of communication, and of
cerned with "prophetic issues" like
the religious identity of the Catholic
community. "In order to build such a
working relationship, the members
university today, Klein asserted that
of Xavier Camptis Ministry spend
the Campus Ministry is in a focal
three or four full days together planposition to "point out implications"
ning for each school year, and they
for the university as a whole.
hold a two-hour meeting every week
Among programs initiated by the
Campus Ministry ·is the Faculty
for "practical'and·reflective discussion:"
Seminar on Avery Dulles' Models of
"A central focus of Campus
the Church, which challenges the
conventional idea of Church as inMinistry here has been the fact that
~~~~111111111111111•
stitution. A nine-hour interdisciplinary "Appalachia: Education for Social Justice," will offer undergradUates a value-oriented study
of an area· of concern in today's
world. The goal of such a program,
Klein says, is "teaching students to
think philosophically and
theologically in an experiential
situation."
The Campus Ministry Speakers
Program, Manresa, the. "To Be or
Not To Be A Christian" course,
religious education in Bellarmine
parish, the administration of the
Pied Piper House, and community
relations with Evanston and Avondale neighborhood organizations
are other responsibilities assumed by
the Campus Ministry.
M11111glng Editor
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Seated on Bellarmine c.hapel's steps are Ministry team members (front, left to right) Marilyn Mittermaier; Rosemary
Wach, S.N.D.; Ed Schmidt, S.J.; Pete Corrigan; (back, left to right) Bob Schneider, S.J.; Tony Geraci; and Leo Klein, S.J.

diversity may be gleaned from the
following:
Fr. Ed Schmidt, S.J., is chaplain
of Kuhlman residence hall. He
works on liturgical planning, hears
confessions, does some pre-nuptial
interviews, and says mass in
Kuhlman Monday through Thursday. On Xavier students, he comments: "They do not fit my phantasm of what college students would
be like. They are more serious than I
thought."
Deacon Tony Geraci is spending
his deaconate internship from Mt.
St. Mary's Seminary as a full-time
member of Xavier Campus Ministry
for six months. Now living in 301
Kuhlman Hall(with his parakeet,
Marcus), he will be leaving in
January and returning weekends
only until May.
"I find the students challenging,"
Tony says, "because I must take the
theological discipline and apply it,.
break it down, to communicate on
the students' level."
Tony also feels that he "is forming
some beautiful relationships. There
are some beautiful people here on
campus."
Marilyn Mittermaier, part-time
Student Development staffer and
part-time Campus Minister, wishes
to make it known that dancing and
movement workshops are only a
very small portion of what she does.
She hopes to come into more contact
as an adviser and counselor of
students.
"I sense a loss of faith in the
natural person, with qualities of
curiosity and spontaneity. l sense a
loss of confidence. How can I make
it known that I want to listen, not
lecture, to students'7 I do think in
some ways they put limits on
themselves that they don't need.
Sometimes we for get to ask for what
. Most members of the Campus we want, a~d just take what's given.
Ministry team were interviewed by More important than programming
the News. An idea of Ministry's is the need for open discussion."
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Ask ;\ hout Our Student Purchase Plan

Fr. Ben Urmston, S.J., has been · dividuals to do what they're capable
Associate Pastor of Bellarmine of doing."
Chapel for three and a half years. He
Rosemary Wach, S.N.D., was a
is involved with local neighborhood representative to the Vatican Coucil
organizations, student work with the in Rome from 1963-1969 and a misSt. Vincent De Paul Society and the sionary in Africa from 1969-1974.
Little Sisters of the Poor, the Xavier.
"After eleven years of living in EuInternational Association rope and teaching in Africa (Kenya)
(promoting interchange between I felt the need to insert myself for a
American and foreign students) and while in my own culture. So this time
marriage preparation. He com- at Xavier is a 'time-in-between' my
ments:
missionary service in Kenya and
"There are things happening lately future work in Ethiopia.
that I've been very encouraged by,
"Xavier is a friendly place. How
like the interdisciplinary course on much it reflects the American scene
Contemporary Urban America ... and how much it mirrors a people of
and the one coming up on Ap- God who are seeking I am
palachia, which should be a top- discovering-through living here
notch program. There will probably with you."
Fr. E.J. O'Connor, S.J. has been
be another one in the offing, wherein
students will participate in a prac- at Xavier for 17 years, and currently
ticuum with the contiguous helps out with the Campus Ministry
neighborhoods, working with Ken by hearing confessions and doing ocBlackwell, and Paul Buckwalter of casional counseling.
"I'm here every day for conthe .~.oalition of Neighborhoods."
"I'm very encouraged by that, and fessions;" Fr.. O'Connor says. His
by the food drive, again because it's a other activities at Xavier include lecgood project and because several turing in theology. "I'm teaching
different groups are working Protestants-don't like the termtogether on it. ·There may be a non-Catholics (I get an occasional
tendency for different parts of the Hindu or Buddhist) in a course
U nviersity to go their own ways. The called "Foundations of Natural
more interaction we get, the more we Religion. They're a very responsive
get a kind offamily in the University, group."
all pulling together."
Brother Bob Schneider, SJ., is ofFr. Leo Klein, S.J., has Masters' fice mana~er for the Bellarmine
degrees in classics from Loyola and Chapel-Campus Ministry organizain liturgical theology from Notre tion. He takes care of printing, mailDame, a Ph.D. in historical theology ing, book-keeping and other
from Fordham. He teaches one organizational matters for the Camcourse per semester in Liturgy at pus Ministry and associated groups.
Xavier, and teaches "Basic He also offers "informal counsel Liturgies" for one quarter at Mt. St. ing" and general information for
Mary's Seminary. With regard to his "the students who wander in."
He comments that the Campus
extensive background in the study of
worship, Fr. Klein says: "When a Ministry team, though it has many
community prays and does worship new members, has "been· able to get
together, their sense of God in along very well. Staff meetings are
worship sends them out on mission. smooth. The people are very
They learn to go out to each other, to cooperative."
all sorts of poor people-not just the
poor in money-to express their
religion. If liturgy not only
.transforms the bread and wine, but
people into the presence of Jesus,
The last play, Stranger's Days.
then they bring Jesus to the world in
his concern for the poor, social was written and directed by Xavier
justice, peace, and celebration in the student Jeff Linton. This being his
first work, it merits some approval.
world today."
The plot is futuristic to say the
"Worship is meant to chage you. I
have seen that happen here. I have least. The story revolves around a
found on this campus both in faculty conflict of two philosophical viewand students real instances of very points. These viewpoints are
profound holiness, of very deep ex- represented by Jason (Jean Paul
perience of God-and their lives Marrero) and Pamela (Julie Cunreally show if-experiences that ningham) as they discuss truth, life,
leave me in awe of what I behold." and its meaning in·Jason's study.
Dialogue, being the fundamental
Pete Corrigan, an H.A.B. Xavier
graduate, became a member of Cam- means of characterization in drama,
pus Ministry last year in the newly needs some polishing in Stranger's
initiated internship program. He Days. This is really to be expected
works with 'the Pied Piper House considering, and is very difficult. For
staff offour undergraduate men who the script, the acting is good. I
aid Cam pus Min is try, is currently in- thought the ending was a bit abrupt
volved with planning Kid Day and and wondered how sensible was the
the Appalachian course. He is also idea to end the play with caninvolved with the Faculty Seminar, nibalistic notions. The death of
and is coordinating Campus Jason and its relation to the plot was
incongruous. His death was far from
Ministry Speakers Program.
"The idea of ministry out of which the last of the great dying scenes. Inoperate," Pete says, "is one in deed it was a dying scene.
-Kevin M. McGraw
which the minister enables in-
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Protests scab
lettuce

Last Friday, the Executive Committee of the University Senate
met to plan the agenda for its next meeting. Among the items discussed by the Executive Committee at that time was a motion made at the
last general Senate meeting to the effect that the Senate meet only
when sufficient agenda items present themselves.
It is to the Executive Committee's credit that it tabled the proposal
at least temporarily-this notwithstanding the undue strain plac~d
on Senate members to attend the year's three remaining meetings.
This is not to say that the University Senate should meet only to
stare into one another's eyes; it is ridiculous to schedule. a meeting
merely for the sake of formality. However, it is a bit naive to believe
that any issue will present itselfto the Senate.
After a roaring start more than three years ago, the University
Senate has, in the course of the past year, faded into the woodwork. It ..
-has lacked a certain aggressiveness. Instead of actively pursuing·
matters worthy of its consideration, the Senate seems to have
edopted the attitude that "if we don't hear from anybody,
everything's fine."
If there are problems at Xavier to be pursued or at least discussed,
and we believe that there are, the University Senate is the most logical
forum for such considerations. Despite the fact that it has only ad\'isory powers, the Senate can at least serve, as it has on several occasions in the past, as a sort of collective conscience. Even in this
capacity, it is valuable.

should be held to account for not
carrying out the directives of the .
president of Xavier University. It is
inconceivable that someone could
not recognize the lack of the stamp
of the black eagle on boxes of nonU.F.W. lettuce. And hopefully, for
our sake, the employees of
Shamrock food Services do not sign
for shipments of lettuce which they
do not inspect.
One would expect all of these
points to be taken into consideration
by the university when Shamrock's
contract comes due. One has to
determine the point at which the
abuse tolerated outweighs the cost of
transition to an alternative food service. I find myself questioning
whether I can sign up for a board
plan under Shamrock again.
·

Last year, Fr. Mulligan, President
of Xavier University, issued a directive to the Director of Shamrock
food Services ordering him not to
purchase scab lettuce for .our
cafeteria. The plight of the lettuce
workers and the university's commitment to human dignity and selfMark Fette
determination compelled the univerStudent Senate
sity as an institution to take a stand
against repression and exploitation.
One would have hoped that this
directive had settled the issue.
Unfortunately, the pathetic intptitude of Shamrock food Services
has added yet another chapter to
Last week Student Senate receivwhat seems to be an unending controversy. Last friday, a student un- ed the mostcoverage in the News to
covered a shipment of scab lettUce date for this year. On the Opinion
which had been received by page, it was stated that "few senators
Shamrock Food Ser:vices in the can see the forest for the trees." The
cafeteria. One won.ders if this is _the biases of the front page article,
first and only shipment of scab let- editorial, and letter to the editor
tuce received by Shamrock. This stu- served only ,to further camouflage
dent was under the impression that it the most significant issue involved.
The issue is nothing less than
wasn't. While students have been
assuming that Shamrock was government itself. The issue is the
following Fr. Mulligan's orders not proper role of the Xavier student in
to purchase scab lettuce, they may relation to other.students, and to the
very, well have been eating it administration. The issue is how the
throughout the semester. Students students, a student government, and
who would have been supporting the the administration can best serve
U. F. W. boycott ofscab lettuce have each other; What is at stake is the
meaning · of membership in the
thus been denied the freedom to do
so and, indeed, have been led to con- Xavier community.
The roles of student, "governtribute to the very efforts to break it.
ment,"
and administration are
There is no freedom of choice in this
matters of principle. The consituation.
It is interesting to note that the stitutions of student groups, the exstudent who uncovered the shipment amination of administrational
·ofscab lettuce was told earlier by the sources are matters of structure.
director of Shamrock that he was Since September, there has been diswell aware of Fr. Mulligan's direc- cussion and revision of both princitives and was very careful about ple and structure. The most recent
complying with them. After the story example is the establishment of the
got out, in what might have been an Student Government financial
effort to get rid of the evidence Board, giving greater autonomy to
before any pictures were taken by the social programming.
At this time, we must evaluate
X.U. News, the business manager of
how
well we have contributed to the
Xavier University ordered the director of Shamrock to take the scab let- pursuit ·of this discussion, and more
tuce out of the cafeteria to the trunk importantly, we must decide what
we can do from here and then do it.
of a nearby car.
Now surely somebody must sign As Julie O'Donoghue pointed out
for that lettuce and surely those last week, not only does we refer to
receipts should be available for in- Senators and News staff, but also to
spection and surely the people whose all students. The time is especially
signatures are on those receipts critical with senate elections here,

Cites most
significant issue

·•

....

,

and the credibility of Senate
seemingly at its lowest point within
memory.
We are convinced that Senate's
preoccupation with its own
framework has been a valuable experience. The sentiment that Senate
only messes with its own constitution when it isn't inspired enough to
address itself to more substantial
issues is a false and dangerous one.
Whatever action Senate can take is
bound to its self-concept.·
Given the value of Senate's reflection upo'n its own structure, how well
has it attacked this complex issue?
Anyone who limits his contribution
to accusations ofvactionalism hasn't
been around this year's Senate very
long. A review of the voting record
will show that the allignments of
these Senators are apt to change constantly. And compared to past
senates, egotism is quite possibly at
its lowest level yet. This is certainly
not to imply that Senate is one, big
happy family, or that Robert's Rules
are most conducive to the sharing of
ideas.
There are several problems that
face us when evaluating Senate.
first, is the "production" mentality:
that an effective Senate is one which
votes, votes, votes. As long as
proposals are being passed and "action" taken, there is general satisfaction. But isn't the quality of action
· the important thing? By taking one
measure for change, has the
groundwork been laid for more substantial change? Can we really say
that this superab~ndance of"action"
has really gotten all- of us anywhere,
that it has given us a sense of our purpose and a direction towards realizing it?
If the "sins" of the Senate have
been its lethargy in promoting "action," its occasional bickering, its
embarrassing lack of consensus, and
its growing lack of faith in its own
structure-its salvation lies in those
very things as well: reluctance to
simply vote problems away, interior
criticism of established practices,
more confidence in individual rather
than block voting, and a serious and
systematic re-appraisal of the
visibility of the Sena~e's structure.
It's easy to point to the "facts" and
complain. It's a lot harder to see the
glasses you have on. It's easy to demand meaningful actions. It's a lot
harder to act meaningfully.
It's easy to have high expectations,
it's a lot harder to have realistic ones.
The present miasma of student
government has been building up for
years. There is a lot of change needed
in principles, structures, and attitudes, things that people take personally. It is a complex process for a

Of course, there is always the alternative of dissolving the Senate
completely. At least then there would be an element of honesty which
would be lacking in its continuation as another token committee.

Black Eagle blackball
In the Xavier News of February 27, 1974, it was reported that,
despite Fr. Mulligan's earlier directive to the contrary, the Xavier
cafeteria was serving teamster rather than United Farm Workers
(Black Eagle) lettuce. Last Friday, the News learned (see story page 7)
that things haven't changed much.
.
.
The lettuce held in supply by the cafeteria at the time was found to
bear a non-UFW brand na.me. Tliis lettuce was supplied to the university from a produce wholesaler despite strict orders to the
wholesaler to deliver only UFW brands. Conceivably, this little congame could have been going on for some time.
So, it would appear, the fault rested with the supplier. Yet the
deception by Xavier's produce wholesaler is at least matched by the
carelessnes!l. and incompetence of the cafeteria personnel responsible
for examining the lettuce received. It is of no monumental difficulty to
read a brand name from a crate of produce and then check to msure
that that brand is one that could be legitimately accepted. Furthermore, if the produce' supplier is question cannot comply with the
boycott policy, it is high time to take our business elsewhere.
As a sign of committment to socialjustice, Xavier's boycott of nonU FW lett use iss urely not a trivial matter. However, unless that policy
is consistently enforced, it becomes not only trivial but hypocritical.

small group of people to uriravel the
knots and remake the bonds ~hat unite students to each other, and to the
administration. Criticism which
does not leave the way open for
cooperative improvement is just as
defeating as unquestioned loyalty ..
This Senate has tried to carefully
The "Letters" section of last
and systematically confront its own Wednesday's Xavier News carried a
identity. The Student Government rather strong indictment of the
Financial Board was formed two President of the Student Body, Mike
weeks ago. Constitutional changes McCaffrey. It was courageously
and a new social constitution are im- penned by a student senator, name .
minent. Hopefully, we will soon see a withheld. One can only specuJate on
comprehensive social calendar. And the reasons behind his request for
this Saturday afternoon, December anonymity. Perhaps he felt as I do,
i4, there will be a special workshop that the letter so blatantly misin value clarification and govern. represented the situation as it exists,
ment reorientation for the Senate,
that signing it, he would personally
the Dorm Council, and all interested be exposed as either ignorant,
people. This workshop can be a con- malicious, or both.
structive step towards unity. The . This anonymous senator accuses
ground had already been broken. McCaffrey of "disregarding- the
Let's get together and do what must Constitution," of consciously ambe done.
massing power, power to be used to
overwhelm the student senate, and
Marty Dyblez establish a political dictatorship. He
Greg Leisner implicitly acknowledges the senate's
inaction, by blaming Mike for it. He
implies that the reason the senate can
get nothing done is that it must
spend too much time checking the
tyrannical president. Bunk! It takes
five minutes to override a veto (of
which there have been only two)and
the senate is free in the remaining
time to formulate programs which
I would like to register a com- are in the interest of the students of
.plaint a bout the security on.this cam- Xavier University whom they have
pus. The situation of locked doors in been elected to serve. The senate hat.
the dorms is simply ridiculous. It is clearly not exercised their freedom in
an unnecessary inconvenience which this way. Instead, they have ignored.
is also rather stupid. The doors of the the key notion in their mandate, serdormitories are locked 24 hours a .vice, and opted for modes of action
day. The residents of these dorms directed. by personal self-interest.
only have keys to his or her own The News in an editorial in the same
dorm. If one chooses to enter one of issue put it quite well.
the other halls, he must knock until
The president has spent his time
someone answers. I know someone trying to initiate programs in the best
is supposed to be on duty to open the interest of the Xavier community.
doors, but normally that person is He has bee.n more than willing to conever there. You can bring up the operate with the senate when they
issue of security, and I'll say you're are acting in the students' best insimply going too far. Most students terests, but cam1ot be expected to enare in the dorm and their rooms dur- dorse or support the pointless, pering the day. I doubt if any items . sonal vendettas which have been
would be stolen. Everyone knows mounted by the senate in recent
who belongs on the wings and who months. In fact, the only politive
doesn't. There is also the added in- •programs . which the senate has
convenience of trying to get the keys enacted have been initiated by
out, while holding books in one hand students outside of Student Senate.
and other paraphernalia in the seI hope that in their last days of this·
cond hand. (Most peoP.le have only senate's term, the senators would set
two hands.) I repeat the idea of lock- aside their personal self-interests and
ing the doors to the dorms is simply . make an honest attempt to justify
ridiculous. Sorry if you consider this their claim to the title "senator," that
nit-picking, ·but I don't consider this is, a representative oft he students of
matter small.
. Xavier University.

Responds to
anonymous
senator's letter

Student airs
criticism of
locked dorms

Mike Cutler
Class of '75

Doug McGrath
Activity Programming Chairman
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The closed door policy

By Tom Flynn
I ask, but I do not receive.
I seek, but I do not find.
I knock, but no one will open the door.
Now what am I waiting for?
-Joan Dastner
Last October, the 1'1 ousing Department instituted the "closed-door policy" in the dormitories in order to cut 'down on theft in the
dorms. Under this policy, dormitory doors
were ordered. locked 24 hours a day. At first,
we all scoffed at the policy. Rather than stopping crime,. its primary effect, I was s.ure,
would be to cut down the number of
bystanders walking the halls who might catch
a thief in the act. After all, those locks would
never stop even a marginally·competent thief:
everybody knows, for example, that any student with thirty seconds, a bobby pin or
pocket knife, and reasonably dependable
eyesight can pick the main door .of Kuhlman.
I've seen it done by keyless Kuhlmanites more
times than I care to think about.
Surprisingly, the dormitory theft rate did go
down. The policy was a success. But one question remains: in an emergency, how does a student who is injured ods being pursued by dogs
or muggers enter a dorm quickly?

WHATEV'E'R·
HAP~

PEN.NED

TO ...
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ... was compiled by
Mary Henkel, John Wettstein, and Marcia Plescia.

The final paragraph of Housing Director
Dave Tom's original directive notes that commuters or residents from other dorms will be
inconvenienced in their attempts to visit the
dorms: to offset this. hP. instructs the dorm
Directors to position work-study assistants
ncar ·the doors to let people in. Dormitory
compliance with this part of the directive has
been something less than breathtaking, to date.
Here's a quick tour of the campus that asks the
burning question: holl' do youelll£'ra dorm in
a hurry?
1.) Kuhlman Hall is an unmitigated disaster
area. Although I visit Kuhlman ten or more
times a week, !'have never been admitted to
the hall by a work-study student or RA who
had been posted by the door. The would-be
crosser of Kuhlman's pristine thresholds must
wait for somebody with a key to go in, or for
somebody to come out and hold the door. As a
result, the usual Kuhlman"receptionists" are a
group of freshman and sophomore pre-meds
who've taken to evening study sessions in the
Kuhlman lounge. When they're not around,
it's strictly every man for himself-and may
the best bobby-pin win.
2.) Husman .Hall would be as bad, except
that the nearby TV lounge assures a steadier
supply of part-time "receptionists." I live in
Husman, and I have yet to observe an RA
from the hall office answer the front doorand the back door, which is closer to the office,
receives only slightly better service.
In the RA's defense, however, they seldom
have to answer either ·door, since the TV
lounge has plentyoftubefreakseveryevening.
Generally, entrance to Husman is well-nigh
impossible in the afternoons when the office is
closed and nobody watches TV. But after
dinnertime, access to Husman Hall is fast,
easy, and reliable-so much so that one
pugnacious Security cop admits that since his
key ring is a big, clumsy thing, he'd rather
leave it in his car than take the ring all the way
up the walk to Husman-where he'd seldom
have to use it.
This alleged protector of our lives, limbs,
and collective fortunes has also been known to
harass and threaten stude.nts watching TV
whom he feels did notanswerthedoorquickly
enough! By not jumping up to admit him, he

Getting a traffic ·light at
Herald and ledgewood.
·Last ·year·" there-· was an
attempt made to get a traffic
light at the corner of
Ledgewood Drive and
Herald Avenue.
The idea seemed a good
one at first, but further exploration of the situation
showed that it would not be
all that practical to have the
light installed.
Among a number of
reasons mentioned by Rod
Shearer, Dean of Students
and Vice President for Student Development, are the
following ones, revealed by
some research which he had
done on the matter. Travel

on Ledgewood Avenue is
only temporarily heavy,
because of the construction
on Victory Parkway. Once
the construction. project is
completed, most traffic will
be rerouted back to the
Parkway, and. most of the
traffic on Ledgewood will be
from the University.
Another problem would
be. the fact that, for the light
to be installed, the crosswalk
in front of Kuhlman would
have to be moved farther
from the light in order to
conform with the law; or else
students would have to cross
at the intersection.
In view of these facts and
the anticipation that construction will soon be completed on the Parkway, it did
not seem necessary to install

tells these hapless tubelovers in no uncertain
terms, they arc guilty of maliciously jeopardizing Husman security by delaying a Se,·urity
Guard's per:formmu·e of his dutie.df you buy
that argument. I have a great bargain for
you--no checks, please. Cash only, and small
bills.
From an access standpoint, then, Husman
Hall never implemented the policy properly.
At no time were the RA's exactly overwhelm·ed with the desire to admit itinerant doorpounders, and since last Sunday the situation
has gotten· worse. In what is apparently a
direct contravention of Mr. Tom's directive,
Husman Hall Director Rocco Saracina
declared Sunday that door knocks would not
be answered .in the hall; rather, a would-be
Husman visitor must call the person he wishes
to visit ahead of time and arrange to be let in.
This is a double strange posture for the director of the Hall which happens to contain one
of Xavier's two community color television
sets, and thus would normally receive a great
many visitors who have no desire to see any
Husman resident, much less call one.
Of course, that's the de jure situation. I ex, pect that, directive or no directive, Husman
TV watchers will continue to serve as the
Hall's de facto doormen, particularly since
such activities allow them to exercise civic
responsibility and feel that they are deeply involved with tl:ie workings of Xavier Security.
3.) Brockman Hall is the only hall that has
come anywhere near complying with the
order. According to Joe Pichert, who ought to
know, a work-study man or RA is always on
duty in the hall office just off the lobby from
noon to midnight, the period suggested by
Housing. At these times, I have never spent
more than thirty seconds trymg to get into
Brockman.
But why has Housing picked midnight as
the time to yank the reception party'/ It seems
sort of strange that on Friday and Saturday
nights, the last hour of Open House is supposed to happen in closed houses. Being
realistic, there ought to be somebody on duty
until the latest University function of the evening has closed. Being even more realistic,
maybe 2:45AM would be a good time. We all
know that Dana's closes at 2:30AM: students

a traffic light at the intersection.

The cafeteria's
boycott of lettuce
The "lettuce issue" may be
"resolved" but the problems
surrounding it are far from
solved.
Last Friday, the Xavier
News discovered through a
student making his own investigation of the matter that
all is not well. Despite Fr.
Mulligan's order, scab or
non-U FW lettuce is being
delivered by Squeri, Xavier's
produce supplier, and
received by Food Service.
Mr. Norm Camp, Xavier
Fo·od Service Manager,

returning from Dana's on foot run a high risk
of being mugged, and need the fastest possible
emergency access to the dorms, and even the
ones who escape mugging are seldom in any
condition to let themselves in.
Before noon, incidentally,all bets are off. For
example, my experiments have proven that it
is absolutely impossible to enter Brockman
Hall at 10 AM on a Saturday morning. On two
separate occasions, I knocked on that door
hard enough and long enough to wake most of
the north face of Kuhlman West-or so they
leaned out their windows and'told me. I never
got a peep out of Brockman. My record for
non-access to a dorm was thirty-four minutes
outside Kuhlman Hall from 10:12 to 10:46 on,
of all things, a Wednesday night!
That completes the campus tour. We have
seen that most of the time it is impossible for
non-residents to enter most of the dorms. So?
To cite the dangers inherent in locked, untended hall doors, I note the mugging of John
Mahany last year. Last spring, Mahany
(College of Business, '77), a Brockman resident, and three fellow Brockmanians were
returning from White Castle when a group of
thugs tried to assault them. As they were pursued all the way down to the campus, the four
M uskies were lucky enough to drop their
White Castles, but it was the only luck they
were to have.
At this time, one of the three doors in the
Brockman main entrance was always unlocked, the other two usually locked. As the
muggers drew closer, Mahany's three friends
got in by the unlocked door. Trailing a little
behind, Mahany went for one of the locked
doors, and before he could get to the open one,
the attackers severely beat him and punched
several of his teeth in. requiring a good deal of
oral surgery. And this was the result of being
locked out for only seconds!
So the next time you're standing outside
Kuhlman, dredging your psyche for patience
(or your pockets for paperclips), ask yourself
where you'd be if you were trying to get away
from somebody. Xavier is, after all, an urban
university, and such things can happen.
The present "closed-door" policy seems to
be designed to ensure that they will.

stated that is is not his i ntention to receive or serve scab
lettuce but that appaently
Squeri has been disregarding
both his and the President's
orders.
Mr. Thomas Stadtmiller,
Xavier Business Manager,
when first contacted by the
News declined comment
regarding the matter. In a
later conversation between
Mr. Stadtmiller and the
News, he expressed his dismay concerning the presence
of non-UFW lettuce and
promised to take steps to
correct the situation. It is the
News' understanding that all
scab lettuce was removed
from the cafeteria Friday
afternoon, shortly after the
student's conversation with
Mr. Stadtmiller.

The new intramurals facili-

ty.

Architects Baxter, Hodell,
Donnelly, and Preston have
submitted a drawing for the
much discussed Paul L.
O'Connor Memorial Intramural Building. Projected cost for the whole
complex pictured will be
between 2\/z and 3 million
dollars. If the money can be
raised, construction on
"Phase I" may begin before
December, 1975. The 8 to 9
· hundred thousand dollar
"Phase I" will include a
swimming pool, and men's
and women's locker and
shower
areas.
An
anonymous $3000,000 gift
·has been recei ed towards
this construction.
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FUN FOR
EVERYONE
lADIES FREE EVERY SUNDAY

HARVEY WALLBANGER
PARTY
50¢ A DRINK
HURRICANES

$2.00
JUST 1o MINUTES FROM THE XAVIER CAMPUS

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by The Coca~Cola Bottlin9 Works Company, Cincinnati
, ·.;r,.....,, D_._ 11

1174

3225 Madison Road
East of Oakley Square

•
2 J.D.'s Required
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Calendar from
page 1
also beneficial because the Christ·mas vacation enables otherwise very
busy teachers to do their own papers
and prepare for finals.
These are by no means· the only
reasons for beginning late in
September. Xavier's competition in
training graduates for the education
field comes from Miami University
and the Universtity of Cincinnati.

The Bilek P~~ge Is a
classified section
available to students, faculty, and staff of Xavier
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words
and must be submitted In writing at the Unlversl. Center Information Desk c/o The B.ck P~~ge
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
no ad will be repeated unless resub-

MAZDA: RX-3 Coupe, 4 speed, 20 mph. in city, excellent condition. Call Dave, 542-6660 or 542-5997.
DOOM6.
ROOMS: In home, share kitchen priv., 3 blocks from
campus, S75 a month. 1620 Jonathan Ave. Mrs. Rose
Nealy. 281-7034. N0087.
CALCULATOR: Texas TL- 3500, 6 mo. old, 6 mo.
guarantee left, S65. Call Mike after 6 at 922-2848,
M008M.

They both begin late in September or
early October. Any change by
Xavier could have a drastic effect on
enrollment. How ever, because
Miami and UofCareonthequarter
system, they can end their quarter
before Christmas. Could Xavier
change to the same quarter sustem?
Dr. Partridge feels that this change is
possible but that the total revamping
in the curriculum and the problems
in the administration of credits and
grades makes this change highly improbable.
Starting early in September would
also affect the administrative details
of the summer sessions. The time
between the last summer session and
the fall semester would be too short
to set summer records straight, to
send course and grade records to
Columbus inordertoinsuresummer
students or graduates full pay from
Cincinnati's Board of Education,
and to give the graduate school
enough time to complete their individual counseling of students. The
first summer session can not start
early because Xavier must wait until
the elememtary and secondary
schools are out in early June.
What then is the benefit of the present system for Xavier as a whole?
The answer is very simple-money.
Presently, the graduate school
operates in a significant surplus
situation which enables the University as a whole to remain financially
solvent. This is accomplished mainly
by larger classes and/ or a much
higher number of part-time teachers.
Change in Xavier's calendar,
although not impossible, will be dif-

ficult to achieve. Dr. Partridge
stated that his committee will consider any suggestion, but to be
accepted it must be shown to benefit
the whole University to a greater
degree than the present system.

Confusion from
page 1
the task of the Hall Directors to initiate contact and yes, it has been
clearly and repeatedly defined to
them." says Shearer. However, it
appears the Hall Directors are unaware of this responsibility.
Brockman Hall has had several
dinners and luncheons to introduce
the Fellows to the residents. Bob
Denyer, Brockman Hall Director,
says "beyond that, we're in the
dark." At Marian, Dr. Murray, of
the Classics Department, holds no
office hours and "he does not
. generally come unless invited or on
occasion he takes it upon himself to
appear," says Steve Kunath, Marian
Hall Director. Mr. Bill Daly feels
his role to Kuhlman residents is as a
"resource" for the students and dorm
council. So far nothing has actually
been done in Kuhlman or in Husman
this year. "Nothing was really set up,
so it has just been neglected," says
Rocco Saracina of Husman. Dr.
Klekamp is one of the Faculty
Fellows for Husman. Last year he
and Mrs. Marcia Ruwe sponsored a
tennis tournament at Husman.
When asked whose responsibility
contact was, he explained "I do not
see contact as the responsibility of

the Hall Directors," and yet he is not
certain of the approach he should
take as Hall Fellow." Do you wait?
or do you get nosey? Against my
natural inclination, I have chosen
the latter."
. Dr. Stan Hedeen and Dr. Richard
Gruber have established office hours
in Brockman one day a week. Their
door is open to students. According
to Bob Denyer, beyond that, the
policy has been to "roll with the
punches." Last year Brockman's
Faculty Fellows were involved in
getting the hall painted and
carpeted. However, Dr. Hedeen
expressed the feeling that he wasn't
"sure the presence of Faculty
Fellows made that much difference."
Yet Dave Tom, Director of Student
Housing, feels that their presence was
instrumental. "I had known that
Brockman wanted carpeting" but
the ability of Fr. Hedeen and Dr.
Gruber to express the need to Fr.
Mulligan "got it done a lot quicker.
The program cuts some of the red
tape a student encounters."
But is this "friend-in-court'; aspect
enough'! Dr. Robert J. Murray explains that in his letter of appointment, two general aims were expressed. The first was to establish
rapport with hall residents outside of
the classroom situation and the second was to act as an advocate for
student needs. Last year the advocate role seemed to overshadow the
primary goal of establishing rapport
~r. ~ ~r~ay has lo_ng been involved
macttvtttesat Manamasheadofthe
Honors A.B. program. "So I already ·
had initial contact with the dorm."

(Sixteen of Marian's 38 residents are
in the H.A.B. program.) However,
even though Dr. Murray is a frequent visitor at Marian, he feels his
contact with the residents has
"tightened the bond with H.A.B.
students but not really expanded to
·other Marian kids. Practically
speaking, being a Facuhy Fellow has
not changed my previous rolesatall."
Dr. Stan Hedeen ~xpressed his
reaction to the program by saying
that communication "may already
be good enough at Xavier as compared to larger universities. Perhaps
part of the program will be to discover if a need exists-we may just discover there is no need."
Whether or not this need is discovered depends almost entirely on
student response, which in almost all
cases is lacking-basically because
few students are aware of or understand the Faculty Fellows program.
Dr. Klekamp also expressed his
doubtsabouta need. "Weareassuming there is a need. I don't feel there
is, at least I'm not sure. I'm not sure
the students know we're here." Bob
Denyeralso explained that now the
program in Brockman is mainly
"waiting for student response."
A II the individuals involved
acknowledged that the program is
ideally worthwhile and should be
continued-if it could become more
effective. Dave Tom suggests shifting the responsibility to the Hall
Presidents, and if Fr. Mulligan
renewed the monthly luncheons with
Faculty Fellows and Hall
governments, these could strengthen
the program.

ACOUSTIC GUITAR: Gibson J50, Perf. cond ..
hardshell case, best offer over $175. Cali Andy at3216692. A0089.
SUPER-REETLE: 72, yellow, exc. cond. Call Cheryl
after 6 at 381-5819. C0090.
PAGAN RABIES: $5/head, good strong teeth. Contact the Campus Ministry. M0091.
GIANTGIVEAWAY:TonsofTeatmterlcttucc fur the
taking. bring your own truck. DiM:rction AB~
SOI.UTELY rc4uired. Food Service, 3713. 1.0092.
WANTED TO BUY: Stereo speakers. Call Mike the
Ctl,todian. Hu•man Hall. MU093.

IF YOUR gas has gone sour we can fix it in an hour.
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Call Swamp !'art-Tuning Service at 745-3174. S0094.
TO SARAH: Please come home! Mytartsare burning.
Help me smolder tnem. Love, J.A. J0095.
DENiS. I need to knead your body. Love, Julie. I'.S.
Get your glas .. s fixed! J0096.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage !delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only.

FUTURE CPA'S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review l"!ftlur•••
COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DAYTON

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST
SO¢ a page Call 542-6569.

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
38t3 MONTGOMII:RV ROAD
C:INCINNA.TI, OHIO 411212

II:St-111100

10% OFF

all Hrvlce and part• to
1tudent1 and faculty
with Identification card1.

it
The Burger Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
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